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1. Welcome to the USA Book
"Book" is a term from Psalm 139:15-16. Like induvial people and businesses, Nations carry a calling from God.
Although the U.S. is exceptional, unique, and favored among nations, she brings other nations into that same
favor. The USA is not just the leader of the free world; she is the spearhead of Reformation in every nation; the
light and the glory that points to the source of such amazing favor in a way that becomes obvious that every
nation can be equally favored, unique, and exceptional in their calling.
Ps 139:15-16 - My frame was not hidden from you when I was made in the secret place.
When I was woven together in the depths of the Earth, your eyes saw my unformed body.
All the days ordained for me were written in your book before one of them came to be. NIV
Journalists labor around the world and around the clock to deliver a distorted picture of the United States. Their
relentless drumbeat of negativity has convinced millions that we are a shameful and fatally flawed nation.
In a recent poll, Gallup found that only 42% of Americans are "extremely proud" to live in this country, a record
low. There is a sense among many that we are no longer an exceptional nation, that the country is in decline and
the American Dream is over.
It's all a lie. Our brightest days and biggest contributions to the national and world stage are ahead! God has
called the USA to bless the nations and fulfill a special role in bringing His kingdom to Earth. I am proud to be an
American and proud of sons like Donald Trump, Mike Lindell, and a host of others who won't bow, neither will I.
At the expense of secular ridicule, America proudly proclaims that there is a Creator. We worship God, not
government. Darwinism and the evolutionary world view were birthed in England and Europe, while America
birthed the Creationist movement, and Intelligent Design movement. Scientific materialism leads only to one
place – despair; why secularism has a death rattle. The USA has long been the leader of the free world in
declaring the good news of the gospel.
We are not divided either! That America is racist is one more demonic accusation that we have already taken to
the cross. We're not bowing again. No other nation has had to work on identifying the commonality of man
more than the USA, from native Americans to the melting pot of immigrants.
People around the world would love to move to the U.S. They want us to win because if we win, they can too!
Their nations will be equally blessed. Envy is Evangelism. Freedom is a lifestyle that fits every human heart. We
are the land of the free and the Home of the Brave. Every nation will have that testimony before it's over. A
Reformation of Nations is coming. The USA is called to lead the charge from tyranny to triumph. The trumpet
has sounded, enemy gates are shaking. Despotic leaders and societies know they are no longer safe, nor secret.
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2. Overview Mind Map of the USA “Book”
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3. A Summary Table of Her Gifts
USA Gift

God's Kingdom Purpose

Accusations

Lord, We Decree:

Example of the
Light and the Glory
manifest in a nation

Called to be the tip of the spear in
Leading nations in Reformation.
God's example of Kingdom Favor
Leader of free world.

Leader in exporting carnality,
indulgence, perversion.
Excesses in Liberty

An anointing to inherit
Nations for your glory.
Psalm 2:8

A Nation that can call on God
And prophetically redeem her book.
Unashamed of
"National prayer and repentance"

Pride and Independence from
God – self-assurance, brashness
Secret Societies, Masonry,
Lying Leaders

Your presence in our
nation.
2 Cor 3:17-18

A demonstration that God writes in
the hearts of men.
Dreams can come true
"the American Dream"
Demonstrate the spiritual
power of self-expression.
A “can do” attitude rooted in
personal determination for a cause.

Abuse of minorities
The same tyranny exhibited by
the U.K. prior to independence.

Captives free from
Poverty, Oppression

Consuming our harvest in Lust
Hedonism, Materialism
Consumerism

Courageous Sons who
carry Father’s heart with
Initiative, Joy, and Exploits.

Giving is a Kingdom expression of
genuine compassion that changes
circumstances and lives.

The Federal government uses
foreign aid for both noble and
corrupt purposes (graft)

A cup that runs over
To Bless People & Nations

Page 5
God's Favor
Shed His grace on thee
"In God we Trust"
A prophetic Nation
Page 6
Liberty and Justice for All
Champion of underdog
Give me your tired, poor
Page 6
Creativity
"Yankee Ingenuity"
Pioneering, Exploration,
Inventiveness, Industry,
Innovation, Courageous
Page 7
Generosity from
Abundance

where the Spirit of the Lord is,
there is liberty.

Genesis 12:2-3

Page 7
E pluribus unum
"Out of many one"

Page 8

A community out of diversity
Carnal Independence
States, Counties, People
Victimization, Control,
A laboratory where excellence is
Federal overreach
duplicated / copied
Making the Case for U.S. Kingdom Purpose (Book) in the Courts of Heaven

Freedom from tyranny,
A sense of community.
Release Harmony of
Heaven.
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4. Gifts God Has Given the United States
a) Example of the Light and the Glory
Why – God chooses to exalt people and nations that choose Him. More than any other nation, America has an
overtly Christian heritage embedded in the founding documents and exemplified in our founding Fathers.
Secular liberals have sought to rewrite God out of our history – and failed. The United States was a byproduct of
Luther's Reformation and the revivals of the age. Her philosophic roots stem from the enlightenment thinkers of
the time and the spiritual advances of the great awakening championed by people like George Whitefield,
Jonathan Edwards, and John Wesley. Indeed, the awakening originated in Europe but saw the greatest fruit in
America. Religious Freedom was the inspiration for a great migration from Europe to American.
Throughout the 1500 years of the Holy Roman Empire in Europe, popes and kings asserted their Divine Right as
the basis for their tyranny. The typical “awakening response” was authored by John Adams. On April 18, 1775, a
British soldier ordered John Adams, John Hancock, and others to “disperse in the name of George the Sovereign
King of England. Adams responded to him: “We recognize no sovereign but God, and no king but Jesus!”
Examples – There are certain biblical principles embedded in America's legal and cultural foundation that
express God's Kingdom (not just our nation). Here are a few examples unique to America:
Liberty and Justice For All – Freedom allows men to pursue the desires God wrote in their hearts. That innate
entrepreneurial spirit gives rise to the creation of value, wealth, and prosperity. Redemption and Lift is
the missionary motive that unites revivals and reformations to change both men and nations.
The Sinful Tendency of Men – The constitution was written to anticipate the sinful tendency toward tyranny
in the hearts of men. The checks and balances embedded in our constitutional republic are premised on
the fallible condition of men (the biblical concept of sin).
Prayer – Although under attack in recent decades, prayer has been present to open sessions in legislatures,
schools, sporting events, and social/official gathers of many kinds. Days of prayer are dedicated to
address national crisis. Our presidents routinely ask God to "Bless America."
Divine Providence –George Washington explained God’s invisible hand best in his first Inaugural Address;
“No People can be bound to acknowledge and adore the invisible hand, which conducts the Affairs of
men more than the People of the United States. Every step, by which they have advanced to the
character of an independent nation, seems to have been distinguished by some token of providential
agency.” Virtually every president in every inaugural address since has alluded to God’s hand in our
national destiny. The idea that the USA has a national book of destiny is a unique cultural value.
Risk-Taking – Risk taking is encouraged, failure is acceptable. Come back and have another go. Faith is not
confused with the room God makes for free will. We can know God’s purpose and still have
entrepreneurial space to figure out how to implement that purpose. Americans are not condemned for
failing. “Missing the mark” is part of process for hitting the target (Romans 8:28). These are biblical and
entrepreneurial values that set the found for free-market capitalism and Godly prosperity.
Welcoming Immigrants – Legal Immigrants have been welcomed from every country on earth and have
assimilated into the American system. Ethnic rivalries exist globally, yet, one by one, as these ethnic
groups have arrived in the USA, they have assimilated into one group - Americans.
Missions – Americans own the evangelistic privilege of helping others have spiritual and natural favor. Both
the church and government express this value in other nations with compassion, money, and deeds.
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b) God's Favor on a Nation
Why – Deep in the American psyche are two beliefs: God has a plan for individuals and that he has a plan for
America. That uniquely positions America for a prophetic ability to hear and see those plans. Those people and
nations who believe there is a plan to be found quite often find it despite every other foible that hinders their
progress. When a people, a business, or nation are aligned in doing what the Father does and sharing the desires
on His heart, there is a certain wind in their sails that is unmistakable – God's favor. It's really that simple.
America is unique among the nations not because of her exceptional people or their righteousness. Americans
have more than any other nation aligned themselves with God's purposes and are not ashamed to appeal to His
grace.
Americans are patriotic, but in a different sense compared to secular Russians aligning themselves with Mother
Russia. Russians know a retreat could face the barrel of a gun from their own officers. Americans don't revere
their nation in quite the same sense. We are always our own worst critics for the very same reason. We view our
nation through the lens of God's righteousness. Americans don't give their lives for their country; they give their
lives for the cause of Christ. Among the nations, Americans can be said to be warriors in the most aggressive
sense. They fight for a cause higher than themselves and higher than their national interests.
Psalm 5:12 - For surely, O Lord, you bless the righteous; you surround them with your favor as with a
shield. NIV
Examples – As a prophetic nation attempting to align God's purposes, we have often gotten it wrong or engaged
in battles that implied a spiritual warfare ingredient that went far beyond military prowess. Vietnam and
Afghanistan come to mind. However, when you consider the whole of history, the miracles of the Revolutionary
War and the battle of Midway reflect the unmerited Favor of God shedding His grace on thee. His grace is the
foundation of American confidence in the initiatives we undertake.

c) Liberty and Justice for All
Why – Freedom is the most glaring metric for releasing human potential. The universal principle is that men are
motivated by the desires God wrote into their hearts. Institutional leaders in government, business, education or
religion who try to impose a course of action on men without connecting the dots to intrinsic motivation leave
their followers spiritually uninspired and practically disengaged. Inspiration always echoes something already
being spoken by God in the hearts of men.
These terms have also been "mistranslated" by secularists:
Liberty is the freedom to share God's purposes and co-labor with Him in his works. It is not lasciviousness
or license to engage in hedonism. Liberty is doing what we see our Father doing (John 5:19).
Justice is not the just sentence of an angry God against those who disregard the rule of law. On the
contrary, it is setting captives free from the accusations of Satan that legally hold men under the
sentence of spiritual death. Justice is obtained by agreeing with our adversary and taking his
accusations to the cross in the courts of heaven.
Examples – Although the internet age has undoubtedly facilitated liberty and justice worldwide, it still seems
unthinkable that most of the world's population is not "self-governing." Justice is both for criminals and citizens.
Kingdom justice has a primary focus on setting people free to inherit their book, their destiny. It is remarkably
liberating to come out from under the unseen spiritual restraints that hold people back from inheriting their
identity, creativity, prosperity, and destiny.
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d) Creativity "Yankee Ingenuity"
Why – The human condition, in right relationship with God, is wired for creativity. Freedom of expression is the
well of creativity in any culture. Creating value is the wellspring of creating wealth. America's abundance is the
natural consequence of her liberty.
"When we engage in what we are naturally suited to do, our work takes on the quality of play and it is
play that stimulates creativity." – Linda Naiman
Economic inequality is not morally despised in the United States; it is usually admired. What is objectionable is
poverty. This confusion of poverty and inequality is due to what psychologists call the "zero-sum fallacy.' This is
the mistaken notion that wealth (or energy) is a pie that must be cut up and shared equally. In fact, new wealth
and energy is created all the time, and the world's supply of both is continually increasing. "More for you" does
not mean "less for me." Americans seem to grasp this concept and celebrate the heroism of those who create
value and reap the benefits. Poverty and brown outs will no longer be “lying levers” to manipulate policy.
Examples – The concept of the "American Dream" is a deeply rooted belief in the culture that "my dream can
come true" and that the government won't stand in the way of progress. The number of U.S. patents not only
leads the world but typically exceeds all other nations combined. Liberty, creativity, value, and wealth are a
natural progression.
American exceptionalism is real. It is not that American's are exceptional; it is simply that the human condition
excels to the degree that liberty is present to pursue the desires God wrote in our hearts to solve real-world
challenges. Other nations make no pretense of believing in this simple tenant of the Gospel of the Kingdom.
Every other nation will be equally exceptional on the adoption of the same premise.

e) Generosity and Abundance
Why - Compared to the rest of the world, American benevolence is unmatched. China, which boasts the second
largest economy globally, is one of the least generous nations on Earth when it comes to personal charitable
contributions. There has never been a country as compassionate and generous as the United States in the annals
of human history.
The roots of generosity are not in abundance as much as Her Christian heritage (Give, and it shall be given to
you, Luke 6:38). It's not hard to tell that generosity comes before abundance. Personal giving is the stalwart of
American generosity. While other nations support colonies and their interests at a federal level, Americans
support philanthropic initiatives and missions in other nations out of personal compassion and a shameless
desire to share the good news at the root of our own blessing.
Examples – The critics of the American capitalist system are many, but when disaster strikes, the world still turns
to America. One thinks most recently of Japan and Haiti. Not only did the United States send hundreds of
millions of dollars in aid, but it also sent troops, food, water, and medical supplies. We remember the moving
picture of "Thank you USA" etched in the mud next to a rescue helicopter landing circle in Japan.
In surveys taken around the world, the United States is most popular in Africa, a continent we've given billions of
dollars to help fight AIDS, starvation, and other diseases. But we also donate more than money (the U.S. foreign
aid budget is the topic of much debate, and rightfully so). Generations of Americans have sacrificed their lives to
fight and die for freedom around the world. Our compassion extends beyond money to blood, sweat, and tears.
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f) E Pluribus Unum "Out of Many, One"
Why – The Latin phrase E Pluribus Unum, literally translated as "Out of many, one," was the original motto of
the United States, adopted by an Act of Congress in 1782. The motto refers to the emergence of a single nation
out of the union of the 13 original colonies and is emblazoned across the Great Seal of the United States.
The thirteen original states were keen to overthrow England, and the constitution was written to restrain the
federal government and to maximize the liberty of its citizens. Ultimate power was left with the states in terms
of checks and balances and real self-governance.
The civil war marked a turning point in the federal government's role, and it is fair to say the United States has a
strong centralized government that is now competing with states' rights. However, the multitude of distributed,
self-governing power centers in states, counties, and cities are unique in America. Governors, sheriffs, school
boards and city councils are all positions elected by a grassroots community. They represent a laboratory of
diverse approaches to complex problems. The winning solutions that work are voluntarily duplicated in other
parts of the country. The losers are held up for ridicule and ushered out with their sponsors in the next election,
often the next recall!
Example(s) – The most recent example of divergence between state and federal policy is on Covid restrictions.
The federal government and liberal states imposed strict restrictions for masks, business closures, social
distancing, and vaccination. In 2021, three governors led an overthrow of those restrictions and freed their
states from an unfounded restriction of personal freedoms.
The result? Covid rates were unaffected, and the laboratory of the few became the solution for many. Liberal
governors could not withstand the light of truth exposing their draconian rules and had to back down. Popular
opinion shifted across the country, and even the federal government had to shift its guidance.
There are 1000's of similar examples that evolve routinely in this melting pot. Foreigners used to centralized
policy and control view this diversity as chaotic. Americans view it as freedom of expression, a value that is
central to the American psyche and it's political process. "You do it your way, and I'll do it mine" is OK until one
of solutions works remarkably better. Then, the voters decide. The diversity of approach constitutes a sense of
national identity and pride. We respect others doing things differently; until we don't (because it doesn't work)!
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5. God’s Assignments for the United States
The book of the United States carries some specific assignments to co-labor with things the Father is already
doing to champion Reformation in every cultural mountain. Briefly, whose assignments are:
Release Sons – The trademark of “sons” is initiative premised on co-laboring with Father in a calling or Book.
President Trump is a universal example of a Cyrus called by God to liberate a nation. He carries the spirit of
Joshua and Caleb that says, "We are well able to take this land." In the United States and around the world,
many leaders are emulating his anointing and displaying their own courageous exploits. This spirit of
leadership via sonship is contagious. Sons are both Priest and King: Priests who access the council to see
what Father is doing in heaven, and Kings who bring that initiative and anointing to earth like Joshua's
possessing new land and dispossessing old principalities. They become Seers and Doers, Sons Bringing
Heaven to Earth. Servants surrender their inheritance; sons possess it. Godly initiative is the difference
(John 15:15).
Overthrow the Deep State – Nations worldwide are under the dominion of a cartel; a deep state of banking
families and their minions who control economies, sow discord, provoke and fund wars, shift wealth, hate
free-market capitalism, and control the media script. Before anything else can happen these underworld
currents in the spirit and the natural are being exposed and brought to justice. The government mountain
has encroached on education (Marxist indoctrination) and media (propaganda).
Champion Reformation in the earth – The return of the U.S. to its constitutional and spiritual mandate will
have a spiritual and natural domino effect on other nations. A Reformation of Nations will be the result, and
the blessings and benefits are as unpredictable as the industrial revolution was to Luther. It is exceedingly
and abundantly beyond all we could ask or imagine.
Establish Justice for All – Freedom of speech will be reinstituted as a cultural norm around the world.
Accusations will be legally dealt with in the spirit and the courts. Redemption will result in jubilees of debt
cancelation for people and nations.
Integrity in Media – The control of media messaging will be exposed as propaganda. Truth will shine its light
on the works of darkness, and media personalities will stage their own rebellion from within this mountain.
Awaken Creativity – The multiplication of knowledge and the number of new inventions will be astonishing.
Energy solutions will be found in a way that makes energy shortages a thing of the past. Medical solutions
to longstanding diseases will be revolutionary and have a practical effect on life spans. Art and
entertainment will soar to new heights of inspiration that reflect the heart of God.
Honor Family – Nations will support the family unit as a foundational ingredient to their identity. Abortion will
be a thing of the past, and children will be treasured. Child sexual abuse will end, and its perpetrators
exposed and convicted.
Reclaiming 7 Cultural Mountains – Governments and nations will ultimately see their role in God's Kingdom. It
will not be a secret. Jesus will be present, and governments will exalt Him in their cultures.

Gal 3:26-29 - You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus, 27 for all of you who were baptized
into Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ. 28 There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male
nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus. 29 If you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham's seed,
and heirs according to the promise. NIV
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6. Reformation in the 7 Mountains
Let's imagine the Romans 8:19 sons of God all creation has been waiting for who take reformation into every
mountain. What would a reformation look like if it got out of the meeting box and touched a nation? What
would the goals be in those mountains?
Government – Imagine political leaders who believed in limiting government to maximize person liberty, who
represented and served the people, who carried the wisdom of God, who could unite opposing parties
around an idea that met everyone's goals. It's not that hard! There is enough money in the world to support
free markets and feed the poor. There is a way to meet the goals of both sides of every argument. There is
a way to introduce the 3rd party into the debate – God.
Media – Imagine a free press being a watchman on the wall who could shine the light of God on the hidden
things and expose corruption and every work of darkness to such a degree that it would be hard to sin.
Imagine highlighting the works and will of God, contrasting it with the works of the enemy to shame evil
and elevate the triumph of God's Kingdom in our cities.
Business – Imagine free markets that crossed every barrier between nations, classes and races to promote the
ideals of work and creativity to solve problems, produce value, and multiply wealth. Imagine the concept of
creating wealth being very easy and imagine someone with this wisdom and anointing teaching you how to
do the same thing with your dream. Imagine businesses prioritizing their kingdom purpose as part of their
corporate business plan and prospering because of it (Mt. 6:33). Watch this example.
Arts and Entertainment – Imagine books, art, music and movies that inspired people to dream, and told the
story of how God wants to grant the desire of your heart and work with you to make your dream come
true. What if artistic expression had a prophetic theme that resonated in the hearts of all who heard it
because it was the same message that the Holy Spirit was already speaking to them? Two great examples
are movies: Rodriquez and Lech Walesa.
Education – Imagine teachers who went beyond academic skills and taught their students to connect with
their hearts to find the vocational application of those academic skills. What if that vocation was their
Kingdom ministry that married wisdom and revelation to create value and wealth to bless the nations?
Imagine parents engaged: to play their role, stand against the education mountain being used as a liberal
indoctrination camps for things like “Critical Race Theory.”
Family – Imagine every family led by a husband and Father who consciously releases the dreams of his wife
and children. Imagine wives who makes it their priority to encourage their husbands to dream, and who
speak prophetically into it.
Church – Imagine churches with a vision to mature people beyond just salvation, to help people find their
mountain and encourage them to play their role in society. What if people were taught to find their
ministry and vocation in the same endeavor? Imagine church as tribes: smaller groups connected with the
hearts, who have clarity on their book, are contending for their nation, and reaping the fruit of that lifestyle
in their lives, businesses, and nations. “We each know and respect what is in the other’s book.
Health – Imagine preventive medicine where disease is preempted (health instead of healing). Imagine a
culture with no chronic disease. Imagine medical treatment that addresses the whole person: spiritual,
emotional, and physical health. Imagine extra decades of creative and productive life as the norm.
Want to know a secret? God already has some first fruits, who are operating as Priests and Kings in mountains,
with exactly these goals. He's raising up many more – a generation, an army. You're being invited, too. Revivals
are coming. It's our stewardship of God's presence that will convert revivals that come and go to a Reformation
of Nations that fills the Earth with God's glory and builds the Kingdom every mountain. We can do this!
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7. Metrics to Measure a Reformation
a) The Legatum Prosperity Index
We can't accurately predict what Reformation might look like. We can "only Imagine" how God's Kingdom on
Earth will manifest. What "sons" can do is own the responsibility to shape it instead of escape from it. What are
the metrics we can use to measure the achievement of Reformation?
Take a look at the Legatum Prosperity Index and find your own nation. Their goal is to measure where people are
happy. They call it a prosperity index because people are most happy when they are free, have free markets,
and able to prosper through their own entrepreneurial endeavors (Kingdom values). All the nations are ranked
according to the categories below. Can you see the connection between this list and the 7 mountains? We've
added the bullets to "imagine" the practical ramifications of Reformation around the world.
Economic Quality - the openness of an economy, macroeconomic indicators, foundations for growth,
economic opportunity, and financial sector efficiency.
•

A God-inspired jubilee where national debts are paid off. The level of prosperity is fueled by
breakthroughs in policy and science. The price of energy becomes nearly free, and poverty and
starvation are a thing of the past. There is never a shortage of money or energy.

Business Environment - entrepreneurial environment, its business infrastructure, barriers to innovation,
and labor market flexibility.
•

Businesses become incubators for creating value that bless people and nations. The concept of
the ministry of a business to bless people (and make a profit) is a cultural norm.

Governance - three areas: effective governance, democracy, and political participation, and rule of law.
•

Every nation has checks and balances that detect and eliminate corruption before it starts.
National leaders are esteemed for their people contributions. Tyranny is a thing of the past
around the world.

Education - access to education, quality of education, and human capital.
•

Our education culture from Kindergarten to college carries the concept of connecting people
with the desires God wrote in their heart – intrinsic motivation!

Health - three areas: basic physical and mental health, health infrastructure, and preventative care.
•

The corruption in big pharma is replaced with breakthroughs in health. Cancer, dementia,
diabetes, obesity, etc. are all things of the past. Preventive medicine lengthens life spans. Longer
lives are filled with much richer spiritual and natural experiences co-laboring with Father. We
need to live longer to “finish” what’s in our book!

Safety & Security - national security and personal safety.
•
•

People are not afraid to dream and express the calling God embedded in the desires of their
hearts. Cultures encourage creativity as a foundational expression of identity.
The media mountain becomes a prophetic watchdog, and integrity is their metric.

Personal Freedom - progress towards basic legal rights, individual freedoms, and social tolerance.
•

Liberty and Freedom are the norm in every nation. Justice is funded as a priority.

Social Capital - the strength of personal relationships, social network support, social norms, and civic
participation in a country.
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•
•

Every nation and social institution displays a culture of love that pulls people into their calling
and heart's desire.
Arts and entertainment are vibrant tools that inspire hearts to dream and societies to change.
They set the bar high.

Natural Environment - three areas: the quality of the natural environment, environmental pressures,
and preservation efforts.
•

The environment is sustained. It is economical to preserve the Earth.

We can also see one glaring omission; "What is the Kingdom purpose for that nation?" It’s not just personal
happiness! When we, or a nation, intentionally cooperate with our Kingdom purpose and put that first, we get
blessed in the exact areas summarized above, and we can measure the progress.
Missiologist Donald McGavran coined the catchphrase “redemption and lift” in to describe the transformative
power of the gospel of the Kingdom on people’s lives, especially their socioeconomic condition. More recently,
sociologist Rodney Stark provided statistical evidence for redemption and lift in America’s Blessings. The obvious
question the Lord is inviting us to ask is, "What is that purpose?"
Ps. 2:8 – Ask of me, and I will make the nations your inheritance, the ends of the Earth your possession.
Matt. 28:18-19 – Then Jesus came to them and said, "All authority in heaven and on Earth has been
given to me. 19 Therefore go and make disciples of all nations. NIV
Finding a Nation's Kingdom Purpose – Just like individuals, we go shopping in a nation's history for themes in
their Kingdom purpose and personality. We're also asking the Lord to show us the book, and we're pulling the
curtain back on current events and the Kingdom desires in the people, politics, and commerce. Because we are
embracing a reformation of culture at a 7 Mountain level, we are interested in seeing nations blessed in the
practical areas of each cultural mountain.

b) The Global Entrepreneurship Index
Another comparison of nations is the Global Entrepreneurship Index (GEI) which measures the entrepreneurial
environment that makes a nation conducive for business activity. The mix of attitudes, resources, and
infrastructure is known as the entrepreneurship ‘ecosystem’. The GEI is an annual index that measures the
health of entrepreneurship ecosystems in 137 countries. This provides a picture of how each country performs
in both the domestic and international context. The U.S. has a GEI of 83.6, the highest rating of all the countries
measured.

c) The Human Development Index – Energy
The human development index tracks the level of energy development necessary to support business growth in
a nation.
•
•

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2018/05/25/atoms-for-africa/?sh=c48f915cd668
https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Human_development_index
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The Nations belong to Him…
Ps 2:8 – Ask of me, and I will make the nations your inheritance
Ps 72:11 – all kings will fall down before You; All nations shall serve You.
Ps 82:8-9 – Rise up, O God, judge the earth, for all the nations are your inheritance.
Ps 86:9 – All the nations you have made will come and worship before you... they will bring glory to your name.
Ps 115:16 – The highest heavens belong to the Lord, but the earth he has given to man.
Matt 28:19-20 – Therefore go and make disciples of all nations… teaching them to obey (do)
Mark 11:17 – My house will be called a house of prayer for all nations.
Acts 14:16 – In the past, he let all nations go their own way
Rev 5:9 – with your blood you purchased men for God from every tribe, language, people, and nation.
Rev 5:10 – And have made us kings and priests to our God; And we shall reign on the earth.
Rev 15:4 – For you alone are holy. All nations will come and worship before you
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8. Metrics For the Root Cause of Reformation
It is intellectually stimulating to consider the exciting national consequences of a reformation. Now, lets
consider the internal metrics that cause one; the next one.
We are in the third reformation. Jesus’ birth of Christianity was the first (2000 years ago) and Luther’s
Reformation was sandwiched between the age of enlightenment, a cultural awakening, and an industrial
revolution (~500 years ago). Both historic reformations took mankind from virtually no concept of personal
liberty to self-government individually and politically. It was a tectonic change; a quantum leap in human
potential from inventions in technology to advances in the arts. The tangible difference is clearly personal
creativity, personal industry, and productivity. But why? What made the difference?
Men and women are created in God’s image and given a purpose (or book) from birth. There is a divine strategy
that leads to Reformation. God himself, is its author and sponsor. He co-labors with His people who volunteer
for His plan and purpose. We see reformation happen when people, businesses, and nations connect with their
book or purpose:
1) Personal reformation happens when individuals tap into their design and destiny and flow with the
purpose of God for their life. That “co-laboring” releases personal creativity, authority and fruit that is
unmistakable.
2) Business reformation happens when the founder and CEO connect with their business book. Businesses
should be profitable but will not prosper if profit is the highest motive. God has unique purpose for
every business, just like every person. It’s more that a value statement expresses in a motivational
graphic mounted in the hall. Purpose is the motivation for the owners, investors, staff, suppliers and
customers.
3) Nations also have a kingdom purpose. At present, most political leaders seem oblivious to national
books, but that will soon change. When nations cooperate with their gifts and callings, a wind will fill
their sails and the sense of God’s providential favor will be unmistakable. Political leaders will see the
futility of working apart from God and the amazing blessing available for working with Him.
At every level, we choose reformation; it’s not complicated! One remarkable anomaly is that Christians can be
free and yet still have a religious construct that chooses to have others rule over them.
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a) Reformational Leadership
Leaders who are connected with their own book, their business book and their nation’s book always know one
thing; other people have books. Leaders motivate by putting people in touch with the inspiration in their own
book. There are three obvious premises for leadership:
1) Not everyone will choose to believe in God or have an awareness of their book.
2) Among believers, not everyone will hear God or have an awareness of their book.
3) However, people from #1 and #2 will both respond at a heart level to the book God wrote in their heart
when a leader can help get it into words and deeds.
Thus, a reformational leader is very aware of being prophetically correct and connecting people, businesses, and
nations with the Book already written in their hearts. Leadership of this style in inspirational in that it has great
authority coupled with great respect for those they lead. When leaders do help people connect with their books,
those team members exhibit great loyalty, love, and appreciation. Getting connected with your book is a
jailbreak experience, the trademark of reformation.
By contrast secular leadership is self-centered, controlling, autocratic, and demotivating. The secular mindset
fails to tap the God’s power and provision and is left to manage what exists from a scarcity mindset that
naturally leads to poverty. Money and motivation flee from such people, it’s just a matter of time before justice
catches up with their self-serving corruption. The secular leader’s god is always himself and he or she will betray
any person or cause in lieu of self-promotion. Throughout History, people have hated tyrants; they still do!
Leaders, businesses, and nations all have books or purposes that provide solutions to problems and take steps
toward reformation. The table below is a stark contrast between secular and reformational leadership that
leverages the purpose and

Societal Issue

Secular Leader’s Mindset
“Scarcity / Fear / Limitations”

Godly Solutions
“Abundance / Boldness”

Poverty/Wealth

Taxation, Wealth Distribution
(Equal Poverty)

Creativity, Innovation,
Entrepreneurial Solutions

Energy

Conservation, Brown outs,
Wind, Solar, Electric

Develop economic energy sources
Manage stack emissions

Water

Limit Water Rights, Dams,
Managed drought

Develop Irrigation

Food

Limit AG production
Vegan Lifestyles, Cow farts

Expand Ag production in Poverty
stricken areas (Self-sufficiency)

Global Warming

Limit new development, new
technology, Impose poverty

Adjust to climate cycles
Take advantage of growing seasons

Property

Limited or no property rights
State restrictions, control

Encourage private property
development

Personal Liberty

Leverage Crisis to Increase Control
Face masks, biz closures,
Travel Restrictions

Limit Government to maximize
Individual Liberty, Creativity, Industry

Political Power

Centralized Control,
Bureaucracy, Tyranny

Decentralized Control
Maximize Self-Government
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b) What Reformation Feels Like
Our hearts want to know “why” we should choose reformation. The human spirit is designed to collaborate with
our Father. The feeling knowing what the Father is doing, participating in the exploits, and hearing well done is
amazing. It is the purpose or epitome of the human experience and it opens a door for every person to
experience fruit and make a difference in their lives and in the world.

c) How Do I Choose Reformation?
Do I have a book? Before I can seek God for my Book, I have to believe there is one. Once that confidence is in
place, we can take the practical steps to articulate it:
•
•
•

Get my purpose in writing
Put my assignments is a mind map
Create the cash flow and business plan for the business/vocational expression of my purpose

1 Peter 3:15 - Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the
hope that you have.
Choose to be self-governing – Instead of plugging in to someone else’s vision or fulfilling a script someone else

has for you, choose your own book and go after it! We acknowledge there is a place for discipleship where we
follow “Paul’s” as they follow Christ. Discipleship doesn’t last forever. A day of maturity comes for all of us when
we have to choose to fulfill our own destiny.
Start in Your Heart and in Heaven – God has written something of our book in the desires of our hearts. The
starting place to look for hints about your book is to ask, “What would like to do?” God is inviting us to ask for
the desire of our hearts because he wrote them and shares them. That’s partly why unsaved people can make
remarkable contributions to society; they naturally gravitate to the desires of their heart.
•

•
•

We believers often substitute doctrine, religion, and submission for the simple process of hearing God
and following the desires He wrote in our hearts. We have believed in our depravity and are
theologically programmed not doubt the desires in our hearts.
Out book is intertwined with the desires of our heart. Of course, those desires have to be screened with
wisdom and discernment, but we are we able to make those distinctions.
A reformation that leads to God’s Kingdom manifesting on earth is fun. Your dream can come true!

The second level of clarifying your book is to access heaven to see what your Father is doing and do it with Him.
Jesus did what he saw His Father doing (John 5:19). What we get from heaven to bring to earth is “purpose.”
Jesus didn’t ascend to the Father every morning for a detailed set of marching orders. He brought the Father’s
purpose to earth and navigated the unexpected as it came. We do the same. We are not robots receiving anyminute guidance to respond to every situation. We understand purpose and use wisdom and anointing to
navigate life to accomplish that purpose. We have to make some decisions; something every business man or
woman already understands.
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d) Intentional Reformation: What’s in Your Book?
The starting point for an individual, a business, or even a nation to collaborate and co-labor with Father is a
belief that we really do have a book plus an awareness of what is in it; A specific assignment with my name on it!
Take the quiz and connect the dots to your future – it’s exciting.
There is much more in Intentional Reformation, A Roadmap to Change Yourself and the World. The 5 areas in the
quiz below are also the five chapters in Intentional Reformation. We also offer online courses to help you create
your own mindmap and ‘heartplan’ to find out what’s in your book (www.OnlineHeartPlan.com).
One of the things we’ve learned about helping people with their books is that “it’s not all about me!”
1) Discovering the assignment already written in the desires of our hearts by our Father is very personal,
unique, and exciting. It connects us with our hearts and helps us become authentic.
2) We also carry something about Kingdom purpose in our vocation or business that creates value for
other people and generates wealth.
3) And thirdly, we all carry something of God’s DNA for our Nation. Nations also have books and carry
unique purpose we can cooperate with.
When we understand all three of those aspects in our book, our lives make a lot more sense. And they are a lot
more exciting. You have a role in a Reformation of Nations. You’re being invited to co-labor with Father.
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5 Limiting Beliefs that Can Hold Us Back (www.OnlineHeartPlan.com)
Jailbreak Truths
Limiting beliefs

(Chapters in Intentional Reformation)

Obscurity – I’m hiding

I’m Transparent (#1)

Talking about the desires of my heart
feels too intrusive, painful.
I’ve failed before; felt rejection.

God wrote the desires of my heart.
I have a book, a destiny, an area of favor.
“I’m a son, My dream can come true!”

I’m not Spiritual.
“Gifted” people hear from God and have seer gifts,
but I don’t have those gifts. It’s not me.

Independent Orphan

I can be a Seer (#2)
Anyone who wants to,
can “see” what Father is doing
– it is a prophetic skill we can “learn!”

I Am a Son who Co-labors (#3)

I’m too busy; my business is going great.
I already have my purpose.

I have a book. God wants to work with me,
Anoint me, help me, multiply me.
Business without Him (and a team) is foolish!

I am Spiritual.

My Life is a Business (#4)

(Pseudo Spirituality)
Going into Ministry and living on offerings
is more spiritual than business.

God Calls people into all 7 Mountains.
It’s where we’re fulfilled; where our cashflow is.
“Creating value” others want to buy is spiritual!

I’m Little (an ant)

I can Change the world (#5)

I stick to my little world, stay in my lane,
and don’t worry about things too high for me.
“False Humility”

I have a role in Reformation of Nations.
The business expression of my book is strategic
in God’s Kingdom. We’re blessing Nations!

Other books by John S Garfield available on Amazon:
Releasing Kings for Ministry in the Marketplace (2004)
Desire to Destiny – Seven Keys to Your Marketplace Ministry (2007)
Seers and Doers: Sons Bringing Heaven to Earth (2018)
Intentional Reformation – A Roadmap to Change Yourself and the World (2020)
Intentional Reformation Primer – A Five-Step Roadman to Make Your Dreams Come True (2020)
Healing for Warriors: Connecting Your Purpose and Your Health (2020)
Lead Your Tribe Field Guide (2021)
Find our free blog at www.ReleasingKings.com and Online Courses at www.OnlineHeartPlan.com
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What is the Next Step For Me?
We find people that are hungry to see what is in their book appreciate clarity. Here’s a simple roadmap with
links that will help you take the logical next step to access some really helpful resources.
Step #1 is a 3-module intro course with videos and worksheets and zoom call with a coach. it’s a natural
introduction to the heart plan process that gives you a taste for other things we offer at a low price.
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9. Excerpt From 2020 State of the Union
American is the land of heroes. This is the place where greatness is born, where destinies are forged, and where
legends come to life. This is the home of Thomas Edison and Teddy Roosevelt, of many great generals including
Washington, Pershing, Patton, and MacArthur. This is the home of Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, Amelia
Earhart, Harriet Tubman, the Wright Brothers, Neil Armstrong, and so many more. This is the country where
children learn names like Wyatt Earp, Davy Crockett, and Annie Oakley. This is the place where the pilgrims
landed at Plymouth and where Texas patriots made their last stand at the Alamo — (applause) — the beautiful,
beautiful Alamo.
The American nation was carved out of the vast frontier by the toughest, strongest, fiercest, and most
determined men and women ever to walk on the face of the Earth. Our ancestors braved the unknown; tamed
the wilderness; settled the Wild West; lifted millions from poverty, disease, and hunger; vanquished tyranny and
fascism; ushered the world to new heights of science and medicine; laid down the railroads, dug out the canals,
raised up the skyscrapers. And, ladies and gentlemen, our ancestors built the most exceptional republic ever to
exist in all of human history, and we are making it greater than ever before.
This is our glorious and magnificent inheritance. We are Americans. We are pioneers. We are the pathfinders.
We settled the New World, we built the modern world, and we changed history forever by embracing the
eternal truth that everyone is made equal by the hand of Almighty God.
America is the place where anything can happen. America is the place where anyone can rise. And here, on this
land, on this soil, on this continent, the most incredible dreams come true.
This nation is our canvas, and this country is our masterpiece. We look at tomorrow and see unlimited frontiers
just waiting to be explored. Our brightest discoveries are not yet known. Our most thrilling stories are not yet
told. Our grandest journeys are not yet made. The American Age, the American Epic, the American adventure
has only just begun.
Our spirit is still young, the sun is still rising, God's grace is still shining, and, my fellow Americans, the best is yet
to come.
Thank you. God bless you. And God bless America
Donald J Trump
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10. Q and A
Question - Do you see anywhere a call for the USA to be a leader in restoring the 7 Mountains?
A - In my view, that's how Reformation happens. I don't see any space between reformation and progress in
the 7 Mountains. The US should be influential in every mountain, a template. I could see the nations being
like our states in that some have progress in a mountain that is celebrated and copied by others.
Question – Did George Washing understand God’s Council?
A – it looks suspicious that he did! George Washington in his first Inaugural Address said:
“...It would be peculiarly improper to omit in this first official Act, my fervent supplications to that
Almighty Being who rules over the universe, who presides in the Councils of nations, and whose
providential aids can supply every human defect, that his benediction may consecrate to liberties and
happiness of the people of the United States...
No People can be bound to acknowledge and adore the invisible hand, which conducts the Affairs of men
more than the People of the United States. Every step, by which they have advanced to the character of
an independent nation, seems to have been distinguished by some token of providential agency…”
Notice George Washington quotes Psalm 82:1, "God presides in the council of nations." This is probably
the most controversial verse in the bible; Elohim in the midst of elohim’s!. It’s the verse that provoked
Michael Heiser to write The Unseen Realm, Recovering the Supernatural Worldview of the Bible.
Ps 82:1 - God has taken his place in the divine council; in the midst of the gods he holds
judgment: ESV
Question – Why did you write this?
A – The paradigm of a nation having a call is a predecessor to discerning what it is. We want to get the USA
book in writing to discern, refine, and share it. Intentional Reformation has similar books for the
Netherlands and Poland done several years ago. “Books” provide clarity for intercessory sons to inherit
their destiny. It sparks faith because these books are based on a prophetic reality that came from the heart
of God. This book is also a Christmas tree still being decorated with new chapters as God unveils them.
Question – Who are you trying to reach?
A - The audience are those who have become disheartened and weary; those who think that they are alone in
the battle. Our purpose is to reveal the Book showing us that God has always been working and will
continue to expand his kingdom.
The other audience is to encourage those want to be part of something bigger and nobler than themselves
(practically everybody!). Encourage them that they have a part to play and that their lives matter.
Lastly, the audience are those who need a pattern to teach to their children and all they influence, their
disciples, employees, and friends.
Question – What about other nations? Do nations have books? Every nation, or just the USA?
A – The point of being called to spearhead a reformation is all about helping other nations inherit their book.
Books for nations is simply the idea that national leaders and their nations can be used by God (or not), a
theme throughout the Bible. Like individuals, nations can choose to be a sheep or a goat. Personal and
church revival concepts that don’t touch nations, cultures, and economies miss the whole point of Luther’s
reformation and its connection to the renaissance, the great awakening, and the industrial revolution. This
time we want to “intentionally” cooperate with the magnitude of what Father is doing in every mountain.
It’s wonderful! You can feel the birth pangs of the current awakening.
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